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DC schemes – brief overview
Accumulation
• Contributions from employer (and member) credited to member's
account
• Trust or contract based
• Investment, longevity, annuity rate and adequacy risks remain with
the member

Decumulation
• Value of account at retirement depends on amount of contributions
and investment performance
• Historically account generally used to purchase annuity on retirement
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What is a money purchase benefit?
Bridge – Supreme Court decided that the following benefits
were money purchase benefits
• Money purchase benefits with a defined benefit underpin;
• Cash balance benefits; and
• Pensions derived from money purchase or cash balance benefits (internal
annuitisation)

DWP amended legislation so that:
• Only pure money purchase benefits fall within the defined contribution regime
• Pensions in payment from a DC scheme only money purchase if secured by an
annuity taken out with an insurer and benefits were pure money purchase
before annuity put into payment
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Contributions
Structure

• % of pay usually
• How is "pay" defined?

Employee
contribution

• By deduction or salary sacrifice? (so that there is a saving
on NICs)

Employer
contribution
?

• Matching?
• Flat-rate?
• Age or service related?
• After auto-enrolment staging date: 3% from 6 April 2019
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DC flexibilities from April 2015
• Annuities
– Term certain of any duration
– Level of annuity may decrease
– No limits/minimum income requirements

• Take whole DC pot as cash
– Accessed from age 55
– 25% tax free then subject to marginal tax rate

• Fully flexible drawdown
• Combination of the above
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DC flexibilities from April 2015 (2)
• Duty on providers and trust based schemes to signpost "face to face"
guidance
– Pension Wise
– TPAS
– Money advice service

• New “Money and Pensions Service”
– Goes live to customers in 2020/21
– Responsible for coordinating the provision of pension guidance (including helping
members make decisions about what to do with flexible benefits), money guidance and
debt advice
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Member communications

Why communications are important

Key to increasing member engagement
Members need to make informed choices on:
• How much to contribute
• What to invest in
• Options at retirement

Lack of understanding = poor decisions
• Disappointed members looking for someone to blame
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Preparing member communications

Member literature
•
•
•
•

Who creates it?
Will member understand it?
How will it be targeted?
Accuracy important: how are the investments presented?

Member queries
• Who answers them?
• Performance guidelines for responsiveness?
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Member communications – DC Code
DC Code expectations:
• All communications must be accurate, clear, relevant and provided in
plain English
• Trustees should regularly review member communications
• When considering format, trustees should take account of innovations in
technology
• Members should be regularly informed that the level of their
contributions is a key factor in determining the size of their pension
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Communications during membership – requirements
The Occupational and Personal Pension Schemes (Disclosure of Information)
Regulations 2013 – minimum requirements
• Scheme documents on request
• Changes to the scheme resulting in material alteration to basic scheme
info
• Information about lifestyling strategy (if operated)
• Annual benefit statements
• Information in advance of and when benefits become due
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Annual benefit statements
Benefit statements supplied within 12 months of the end of scheme year –
must include:
• Amount of contributions paid in during scheme year
• Value of member's accrued rights
• Statutory money purchase illustration (SMPI) – illustration of likely
projected pension at retirement
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Chair's statement
• Produce within 7 months of end of each scheme year
• Publish in annual report and accounts
– also has to be published on publicly available website

• tPR guidance – sets out examples of good practice and common mistakes
• If statement non-compliant can be fined between £500 and £,2000
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DC flexibilities – disclosure requirements
"Flexible Benefit" disclosure requirements – what information is required?
• Value of flexible benefits
• Options in scheme
• Opportunity to transfer to different pension providers
• Tax implications of accessing benefits
• Pension guidance from Pension Wise (Money and Pensions Service from
2020/21)
• Financial advice if "safeguarded" benefits worth > £30,000
• Retirement risk warning
– setting out options available and risks associated with each option
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DC flexibilities – disclosure requirements
When must trustees provide flexible benefit information?
• On request
• If the scheme introduces new flexible benefit options
• If the member and trustees communicate to discuss flexible benefits
• If member has opportunity to transfer flexible benefits
• 4 months before member's NRD or member satisfies ill health condition
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Failing to comply
If trustees fail to comply with the statutory requirements
• Informal action from TPR
• Civil Penalty (max of £5,000 for individual, £50,000 for company)
• Pensions Ombudsman could consider failure to provide information
amounts to "maladministration" even if trustees did not breach the law
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Other reasons to communicate

Changes to the law and/or the rules of the scheme
Bad news about investments?
• Explain why a particular investment has been
underperforming
• Draw member's attention to it (perhaps include list of
investment options)
• Say what the trustees are doing/proposing to do about it (if
anything)
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Perils of "advice"
On the one hand:
Trustees are urged to help
Members choose best alternative

On the other:
Only FCA authorised persons
may give "advice"
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Avoiding "advice"

What you can tell members:
• The rates of employer contributions and that they lose out
on this benefit if they don't join the scheme
• Information on the different investment options
• That saving in a pension scheme is tax efficient

What you can't say:
• You should pay this rate of contribution to the scheme
• You should invest in this fund
• You should transfer in/out of the scheme
20
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The “nub” of the matter

The member bears the risk
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Trustee duty under trust law
• Prudent person principle
– Trustee must take such care as an ordinary prudent person would take if he invested “for
the benefit of other people for whom he felt morally bound to provide”

• Trustees must invest in members’ best interests (Cowan v Scargill)
• Law Commission Report on pension funds and social investment 2017
– Law flexible enough to allow some level of social investment
– Led to changes to law on the statement of investment principles (SIP) and stewardship –
covered in later slides
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Pensions Act 1995 – Investment powers
• Trustees have unilateral power to make investment decisions
– Subject to any restriction in trust deed except requirement for employer’s consent

• 5% limit on employer-related investment
– No employer related loans
– No transactions at undervalue
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Pensions Act 1995 - Investment advice
Requirement to obtain proper advice:
• Trustees must obtain and consider getting written advice before investing
• Must be provided by an appropriately qualified person
• Advice must state whether the investment is satisfactory taking account of
investment regulations and the SIP
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Liability for Investment Decision Making
• Limitation and indemnities
– Trust deed cannot exonerate a trustee or fund manager for a failure to take care or
exercise skill in relation to an investment function
– But Employer can indemnify trustee for investment related liabilities

• What if trustees delegate to an investment manager?
– Trustees not responsible for act or default of investment manager if they take reasonable
steps to satisfy themselves fund manager had knowledge and experience and was
carrying out work competently
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Investment Professionals - Investment consultants (new requirements)
Comply from 10 December 2019
• Trustees prohibited from taking investment advice unless they have set
objectives for their investment consultant
• Who is an investment consultant?
– Provider of “investment consultancy services”, including provider of advice:
– On making or retaining investments
– Required before preparing / revising SIP
– On strategic asset allocation
– On manager selection
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Investment Professionals - Investment managers
• Requirement to appoint and delegate
– Trustees must delegate day-to-day investment decisions to person authorised by FCA
(unless they are authorised)
– Must be satisfied that has appropriate knowledge and experience
– Must be satisfied that carrying out work competently and complying with statutory
requirements

• Trustees AND investment manager must exercise investment powers
– To give effect to SIP
– In accordance with investment regulations

• New requirement from 10 December 2019 - competitive tender needed if
more than 20% assets under fiduciary management
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Investment Regulations
• Invest in best interests of members/beneficiaries
• Ensure security, quality, liquidity and profitability of the portfolio as a whole
• Invest predominantly in assets trading on regulated markets
• Ensure proper diversification
• Only invest in derivative instruments if:
– contribute to reduction of risk; or
– facilitate efficient portfolio management

• Ensure SIP is reviewed at least every 3 years and without delay after any
significant change in investment policy
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SIPs – Current Requirements
• SIP must cover trustee' policy
for meeting investment duties
• Be reviewed at least every 3
years
• Requires written advice
required from appropriately
qualified person
• Employer must be consulted
before adopting or amending
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SIPs – New Requirements (1): Financially Material Considerations and Non-Financial Matters
Comply from 1 October 2019

Trustee policy on financially
material considerations over
appropriate time horizon and
how these are taken into account
in selection, retention and
realisation of investments

"Financially material considerations"
includes (but is not limited to)
environmental, social and governance
considerations (specifically including climate
change), which the trustees of the trust
scheme consider financially material

SIP

Trustee policy on the extent (if at
all) to which non-financial
matters are taken into account
in selection retention and
realisation

"Non-financial matters" are the views of
the members and beneficiaries including (but
not limited to) ethical views and views in
relation to social and environmental impact
and present and future quality of life
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New SIP Requirements (2): Stewardship and Engagement
• Comply from 1 October 2019 SIP must include policy on:
– Exercise of rights attaching to investments, including voting rights
– Engagement activities in respect of investments, including when and how the trustees
engage with "relevant persons" about "relevant matters"
– "relevant persons" includes an investment manager, shareholder or issuer of debt
or equity (from 1 October 2020, includes another stakeholder)
– "relevant matters" include performance, risks, corporate governance etc (from 1
October 2020, includes relevant person’s capital structure and management of actual
or potential conflicts of interest)

• DC schemes with more than 100 members – SIP must include
stewardship policy for default fund
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New SIP Requirements (3): policy on asset managers
Comply from 1 October 2020

Comply or explain

How incentivise
manager to align
strategy with trustees’
policies

How incentivise
manager to base
decisions on
medium/long-term
financial and nonfinancial performance

Alignment of
performance review with
trustees’ investment
policies

Monitoring of turnover
costs

Length of arrangement
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New Annual Report Requirements (1) – Policies to be Included
Comply for first annual report produced on or after 1 October 2019
Include policies on:
• Financially material considerations
• Extent (if at all) to which non-financial matters taken into account
• Engagement activities and exercising rights
• Asset managers [from 1 October 2020?]
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New Annual Report Requirements (2) - Exercise of rights, etc in past year
Comply for first annual report on or after 1 October 2020
Include in investment report:
• Statement of how, and extent to which, trustees consider that policy on
rights and engagement has been followed in year
• Description of trustees’ voting behaviour (or voting on their behalf),
including most significant votes cast and any use of a proxy voter
• [Policy on asset managers?]
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New Annual Report Requirements (3) - Implementation statement
Comply for first annual report on/after 1 October 2020

Excludes AVC
only schemes

How, and extent
to which, SIP
followed in the
year

Any review of
SIP in the year
(or date of most
recent review)

Explain any
change to SIP
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New Website Requirements

Make publically available free of
charge on a website:
• Latest SIP (including link from annual
benefit statement) – from 1 October 2019
• Implementation statement (with link from
annual benefit statement) – from 1
October 2020
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DC Code (1) - Investment strategy
• Trustees should:
– consider interests of active and deferred members, and members in decumulation phase
– engage with members about start date for benefits, preferences for taking DC benefits (eg
flexible access) and preferences for particular investments (eg sustainable funds)

• Trustees should understand needs of members
– Guidance recommends trustees gather info from administrator, employer, advisers,
research reports re eg form of benefits members likely to take and age likely to take them

• Trustees should use analysis to form high level objectives for scheme
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DC Code (2) - Investment strategy
• Trustees should consider range of fund choices offered:
– Needs of membership: ethically focused, level of financial knowledge, risk tolerance
range etc
– Time and resources of trustees to monitor funds
– Employers views

• Trustees should consider risk v return objectives of each fund
• Trustees should understand costs and charges of each fund:
– Report on charges and transaction costs, and whether these represent good value for
members in Chair’s statements
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DC Code (3) - Monitoring investments
• Expects trustees to regularly assess performance of each investment
option, including:
– considering whether to evaluate against industry benchmarks
– taking account of costs and charges levied
– adjusting investment strategies in light of changes to membership profile

• Guidance recommendations:
– important to consider how performance of fund has impacted different groups of
members
– consider having automatic review triggers based on performance and benchmarks or
objectives
– ensure controls (eg relating to security, liquidity and safe custody of scheme assets) are in
place to alert trustees to potential risks
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Default, Caps and Commission (1) - Default Arrangement
• What is a default arrangement?
– Member makes no choice as to fund; or
– Contributions of ≥ 80% of contributing workers

• SIP requirement
– Trustees aims, objectives and investment policies ("default strategy")
– How default strategy intended to ensure assets invested in members' best interests
– Must be included in Chair's annual statement

• Review default arrangement
– At least every 3 years, and following significant change in investment policy or
demographic of relevant members
– Review extent to which investment return is consistent with aims and objectives
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Default, Caps and Commission (2) – Charge Caps and Default Arrangement
• Applies to default fund but only if scheme being used for auto-enrolment
• Single charge structure < 0.75% of members fund per annum
• "Combination charge structures" – limits apply
• Only applies to "member-borne" charges
• Some costs excluded
• DWP charge cap guidance
Active member discounts banned from 6 April 2016
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Default, Caps and Commission (3) – Early Exit Charges
• Cap on charges in DC occupational schemes (whether or not used for
auto-enrolment)
• Existing members at 1 October 2017: 1% of value of the benefits
• Joining scheme on/after 1 October 2017 – complete ban
• Cap to apply to charges imposed between age 55 and pension age when
members take/convert/transfer benefits (if would not apply at agreed
pension age)
• Service providers must confirm compliance
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Default, Caps and Commission (4) - Member-Borne Commission
• From 6 April 2016, service providers prevented from levying charge on
members to recover commission on new arrangements/variations after
that date for DC schemes used for auto-enrolment
• From 1 October 2017 – ban extended to contracts entered into before 6
April 2016
• Extension does not apply to payments made before 1 October 2017
• Requirement for written confirmation of compliance by scheme providers
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Investment documentation
• Includes:
– Investment management agreements
– Pooled fund documents (offering memorandum, constitution and subscription
agreement)
– Ancillary documents (eg rebate letters, side letters)

• Wide variation in legal risk depending on the fund type
• Proper review and report ensures fully aware of risks and pitfalls before
commit to the investment
• Often able to negotiate beneficial changes if supported by strong
knowledge of what is "off market"
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Further Pensions Regulator Material

Draft guidance:
choosing an
investment
model

Draft guidance:
tendering for
your investment
consultant

Consultation:
future of
trusteeship and
governance

Updated
guidance: DC
investment
governance
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Member lifecycle 8 –
drawing a pension
Nicola Rondel
27 September 2019
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John Bates is retiring
• John is approaching his 60th birthday (his
normal retirement age under the scheme)
• Having been auto-enrolled in to the DC section
of the scheme the trustees now need to
communicate with John regarding his
retirement
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Minimum pension age
• Earliest age at which member may draw benefits – age 55 (age 50 up to
April 2010)
• Budget 2014 – to age 57 in 2028, then will increase at same rate as SPA
• BUT may be able to take earlier if:
(1) meet ill-health condition; or
(2) transitional protection for some members with pre-existing rights
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What are John’s options?
• Depends on what the scheme rules allow
• Trustees also have statutory override which allows them to pay certain
benefits even if not permitted by scheme rules
• Any benefit that is not an authorised payment will result in unauthorised
payment charge and scheme sanction charge
• Taking flexible benefits triggers the money purchase
annual allowance
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What benefits are authorised payments?
Lifetime annuity
• What kind?
• Open market option

Flexi-drawdown
• Designate funds for drawdown (some/all)
• Drawdown income as and when required
• Can take 25% tax free when sum designated

Short term annuity
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What benefits are authorised payments (cont)
Pension Commencement Lump Sum ("tax free cash")
• 25% of value of benefits

Serious ill-health commutation
• Member expected to live for less than one year

Small pot lump sum
• Up to £10,000 from individual scheme

Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum (UFPLS)
• 25% tax free, rest taxed as income
• Can take as single payment or a series of payments
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UFPLS v flexi-access drawdown
UFPLS

Flexi-access drawdown

25% of UFPLS is tax-free

PCLS paid

Balance subject to income tax

Balance designated for drawdown

All paid to member

PCLS paid to member, balance held in drawdown
scheme

One payment

Income stream – regular/ad hoc

Reduces pension savings by value of UFPLS

Pension savings retained in a pension scheme

Usually available from OPS (may be
limited)

Member must transfer to a scheme offering drawdown

MPAA

Standard AA – unless start to drawdown
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Communications in the run up to retirement
• Wake-up" pack four months before normal pension age (if likely date of
retirement). Pack must include, for example
– statement of options available
– if member can select an annuity, information on the open market option
– statement that have right to transfer benefits
– estimate of the transfer value, date it was calculated and explanation it is not guaranteed
– statement regarding the tax implications of accessing benefits flexibly
– information on Pension Wise

• tPR also encourages schemes to provide generic risk warnings
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Pension Wise

Available to anyone
50 or over who has
DC pension

Provides guidance
on options available
to members on
retirement

Can access face to
face or over the
phone

Free and impartial

No requirement for
member to use
service
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Pension advice allowance
Up to £500 from money purchase arrangement in tax year
Can access up to three times
Member to declare that allowance to be used for regulated
financial advice but
• using allowance for regulated financial advice also a condition of
being authorised payment
• may want to seek confirmation from adviser that advice given
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tPR's example of good practice retirement process
Step 1

MEMBER
requests decumulation
information or
member
approaches
retirement date

Step 2

SCHEME
provides
information in
accordance with
disclosure
requirements
including
signposting
Pension Wise
Eg scheme sends
wake-up pack (four
months prior to
retirement date)
No application
form to choose
retirement
option/s or to take
a transfer is sent
out at this stage

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

MEMBER
decides whether to
use Pension
Wise/take financial
advice/ none

MEMBER
indicates they wish
to retire or take a
transfer in
connection with
retirement

SCHEME
provides
application form to
choose retirement
option/s or take
transfer

MEMBER
returns completed
form and other
required
documents
including bank
transfer details,
proof of ID

Scheme also
provides generic
risk warnings and
requests signed
declarations
confirming reading
of risk warnings
and/or guidance/
advice received

Step 7

SCHEME
actions member
request and
confirms to
member
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Lifetime allowance – restricting total benefits
Lifetime Allowance
(LTA)

£1m (from 6
April 2016)
increased to
£1.055m from 6
April 2019–
applies to all
benefits across
all registered
schemes

Test against LTA on
a "Benefit
Crystallisation
Event"

Member subject to
tax on excess over
LTA

will be BCE when
most benefits
come into
payment

55% if excess paid
as lump sum (no
income tax)

Include explanation
of LTA in
retirement
communications

25% on payments
in pension form
(income tax
payable as well)
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Protections

2006

• Primary protection
• Enhanced protection

2012

• Fixed protection 2012

2014

• Fixed protection 2014
• Individual protection 2014

2016

• Fixed protection 2016
• Individual protection 2016
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Administration for DC schemes
Judith Crate
27 September 2019
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Back to basics
• DB Schemes
– Missing data can be obtained at retirement event

• DC Schemes
– Data must be complete and accurate throughout
– Right contributions received on time
– Contributions allocated to right accounts
– Members' accounts correctly invested and 'decumulated' at the right time
– Weakness in administration
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The Pensions Regulator
Codes of
practice

Regulatory
guidance

Code-related
guidance

Pension
guides

Statements

Strategy on
Policy

21st Century Trusteeship
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To cover in this session
• DC Code 13 and ‘How to Guides’
• Disclosure
• “Effective systems of governance”
• Chair’s Statement
• Good record keeping
• Looking ahead
• Other administration matters
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DC Code (13) – background
• tPR's objective:
– “Millions of people are being auto-enrolled into DC pensions, so it’s essential that
schemes are being managed to a high standard."
– “The new DC code clearly sets out our expectations of trustees and what is required of
them to comply with legislation, including the most recent changes in law."

• Came into force on 28 July 2016
• Code supported by 6 'How to' guides and a DC assessment template
• Code is regulatory 'expectations' – relate to legal requirements but not
themselves statements of law
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DC Code
Scheme
Management
Skills
(2)

Trustee
Board
(1)

Communicating
and Reporting
(6)

Administration
(3)

6 areas

Value for
Members
(5)

Investment
Governance
(4)
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DC Code (1) – the trustee board
Trustee board members jointly and severally accountable for
running the scheme and equally responsible for any
decisions
Guidance
• consider including professional trustee on board BUT chair should
guard against professionals becoming too influential and ensure views
of entire board are heard
• sub-committees can help use time more effectively and concentrate
skills in right area BUT board as a whole remains responsible and
accountable
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DC Code (1) – the trustee board
Regularly review the fitness and propriety of trustee board
members
Guidance
• qualities of fit and proper trustee = honesty and integrity,
competence and capability, and financial probity
• board should be diverse and well-balanced (inc. type of trustee,
experience and skills)
• important - interest in the role and motivation to do it well
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DC Code (2) – scheme management skills
Legal requirement to have knowledge and understanding of:
• scheme documents (trust deed and rules, SIP)
• pensions and trust law
• principles of investment

Address knowledge gaps by completing trustee toolkit – may also need scheme
specific training on occasions

Guidance
•
•
•

review at least annually own and collective TKU (eg by peer review or questionnaire)
maintain skills matric showing each trustee's specialism and interest
include training in trustee meetings
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DC Code (2) – scheme management skills
Legally required to have internal controls to ensure scheme
administered in accordance with its rules and the law
Guidance
• Examples of conflicts and how to manage
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DC Code (2) – scheme management skills
Trustees should:
• identify risks (e.g. fraud, investment, administration, communications and
decumulation risks)
• evaluate likelihood/impact of risks occurring
• take steps to manage or mitigate risks
• regularly review and monitor exposure to new and existing risks

Guidance
• consider establishing risk sub-committee
• consider allowing online access to risk register so can update between
meetings
• set up process for prioritising risks, eg heatmap which shows overall risk =
impact risk x likelihood risk
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DC Code (3) – administration
• Core financial transactions must be processed promptly and
accurately (e.g. investment of contributions, transfers, investment
switches and payments)
• Ensure data is complete and accurate
Guidance
• software used to calculate members benefits, process lifestyling and
populate figures in member comms should be tested at implementation
and regularly
• manual calculations and non-routine projects should be peer reviewed
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DC Code (3) – administration
• Trustees accountable for quality of scheme administration and all legal
requirements even if outsourced
• Monitor performance of administrator, check appropriate training and
expertise
• Administration report should contain everything needed to measure whether
legal obligations being met
Guidance
• recommends content for administration report
• administrator may have template report but trustees must be satisfied all info
required is included
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DC Code (3) – administration
Implement adequate business continuity plan - review annually and test
appropriately
Guidance encourages trustees to have an up to date procedure manual –
change to personnel/provider should have minimal impact on service
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DC Code (4) – investment governance (updated June 2019)
Regularly assess performance of each investment option
Guidance
• important to consider how performance of fund impacts different
groups of members
• consider automatic review triggers based on
performance/benchmarks/objectives
• ensure controls (eg relating to security, liquidity and safe custody of
assets) are in place
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DC Code (5) – value for members
Calculate (at least annually) charges and (so far as possible) transaction costs
borne by members and assess whether represent good value for members

Guidance
• consider how investment performance impacts different groups of members
• consider automatic review triggers based on performance and benchmarks or
objectives
Set out basis of cost sharing with employer in Chair's statements
• ensure controls (eg relating to security, liquidity and safe custody of assets) in
place as alerters
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DC Code (5) – value for members
Understand transaction costs (so far as are able) and report any info
about transaction costs which trustees have been unable to obtain and
steps being taken to obtain that info in Chair’s statement

Ask manager about transaction costs well ahead of scheme year end and
find out reasons why if cannot be provided
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DC Code (6) – communicating and reporting
Ensure communications are accurate, clear, relevant, provided in plain English

Regularly review member communications
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DC Code (6) – communicating and reporting
Take account of innovations in technology available and appropriate for
members

Guidance
• technology can be particularly helpful in encouraging members to
save
• consider allowing member administration – eg updating details,
requesting fund switching or change to contribution rates
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Disclosure of DC costs and charges
Applies to "relevant schemes" – DC OPS
• including schemes with MP and non-MP benefits (applies to MP only)
• applies to both accumulation/decumulation phase

Corresponding rules from FCA
Statutory guidance on how to report costs/charges
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Other DC disclosure
Chair's statement
Information to be publically available on a website
Annual benefit statements – includes statements that cost and charge info
available on internet
From 2019, disclose information on pooled funds on request - to members and
recognised trade unions
Statutory guidance on disclosure
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Statutory requirement for “effective system of governance”
• Proportionate to size, nature, scale and complexity of scheme
• Replaced requirement for system of internal controls from 13 January
2019
• tPR to issue revised code of practice – consultation expected later in 2019
• tPR expects to combine content of existing 15 codes into single, shorter
code
• Trustees must be able to demonstrate effective system of governance
within 12 months of publication of revised code
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What must effective system of governance include?
Internal controls

Adequate and
clear
organisational
structure

Clear allocation
and segregation
of
responsibilities

Effective
information
system

How ESG factors
are considered
in investment
decisions

Risk
management
policy

Internal audit
policy

Outsourced
activities policy

Fit and proper
persons in key
functions

Own risk
assessment

Remuneration
policies

Continuity and
contingency
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Chair’s Statement
• Should be clear and meaningful whilst providing sufficient information and
explanation
– non-compliant statements may result in a fine of between £500-£2000

• Standalone document in the annual report and accounts which shows:
– how default arrangement investment strategy requirements have been fulfilled;
– copy of the Statement of Investment Principles and details of the latest review;
– how core financial transactions have been processed promptly and accurately;
– details of any service level agreement and regulator compliance reports;
– details of the charges and transaction costs borne by members per fund, cumulative effect and how
these represent good value;
– trustees have the requisite knowledge and understanding, and how compliance was achieved; and
– how requirements around non-affiliation and encouraging member feedback have been achieved if
applicable (relevant multi-employer schemes).
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Looking ahead: Future of trusteeship and governance
• tPR consultation July – September 2019
• Encourages scheme consolidation
• Increasing diversity on trustee boards
• Specific governance and administration standards expected over next two
years
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Other Matters (1) Good record keeping

Avoids significant
additional costs in
administration

Avoids error
correction and funds
misallocated

Avoids delays in
switching

Avoids paying wrong
benefits

Avoids claims from
members

Avoids reputational
issues
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Other Matters (2) -Administration agreements
Description of
services

Service levels

Transitional
arrangements –
start up and
wind down

Data handling
and disaster
recovery

Contract
governance

Fees

Core team

Liability

Termination
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Other Matters (3) Administration issues – responding to members'
queries

Process in place
Monitoring
process
Responsibility
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Trustee knowledge and
understanding: the full
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